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Place all your aspirations and projects in the Heart of God, all your longings and desires for
manifestation, all your tasks and responsibilities, and know, children, that before all this, your
works reflect what you are. 

Before showing the world your deeds and actions, show the world the truth of your hearts, because
it is the true love in the heart of the disciples of Christ that manifests the rescue of souls and the
purpose of the human consciousness. It is the transparency inside and outside of your beings that
will make souls recognize the Divine Presence in everything you do. 

And for your works to speak about God, and not about humankind, they must be imbued with a
transparent purpose of conveying God to the world, rather than human skills. 

This is a time of great competition, in which planetary energies urge consciousnesses to produce
and demonstrate their skills to everyone through their actions. But when Christ spoke to humanity
that "by their fruits you will recognize them," He spoke solely of the fruits of the spirit and of the
heart, of the fruits of the transformation of souls, of the fruits of the ability of His disciples to
transform the retrograde condition of humanity through Christic Love and to imbue all that they do
with this Love. 

For this reason you will recognize them: by the love they emanate, by the Holy Spirit present in all
they manifest. Therein lies the secret of the conversion and transformation of beings.

To attract souls to God, concrete actions only are not enough, but actions permeated by the Spirit. It
is thus, children, that you will see souls that are waiting not only for the time and hour to awaken,
but also that your hearts are ready to be what God needs from each one of you, and that you are no
longer just sheep in the Shepherd's flock, but are His companions, those who have learned to be
shepherds with Him, to carry forward His true Work, which speaks much more about what is within
you than about what is outside. 

Understand by this that I am not undervaluing the power of actions, but at a time when the world
only calls you out and to what is superficial, I warn you not to forget to look at your own heart, and
know that empty actions do not build the Plan of God; but actions full of the Holy Spirit multiply
the work of the Creator in souls. 

Therefore, first and foremost, pray and value the spiritual life, value the transformation of
consciousness, value silence, humility, the gifts and virtues of the Spirit more than the skills of the
mind, and thus you will understand what I am telling you.

You have My blessing for this.

Your father and friend, 

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


